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Client is a leading ISV offering creative solutions in digital media - from video editing 

applications to digital marketing solutions. The Client is a pioneer in content creation 

through their editing and illustration softwares.  

 

 

QA InfoTech’s engagement with the Client has been a long-fostered one, over 14 years, 

and amidst this span, there have been an array of projects wherein QA InfoTech has 

leveraged its localization-functional testing expertise to enable timely and quality 

releases of the Client software across varied international markets. What started with 

just 3 onsite engineers with the Client, has grown into a robust engagement on over 55-

60 projects (active and inactive, depending on their cycles) with over 100 offshore and 

onsite engineers, today.  

 

 

 

 
 

The Client initially faced the challenge of expanding their reach to localized audiences 

and providing digital media solutions in native languages - with them being primarily 

based in US and other English-dominant markets.  

 

Our long-hauled relationship helped create a cohesive and coherent Test Center of 

Excellence (TCoE) for the Client, wherein certain key factors have played a dominant 

role in delivering efficiencies of scale and nurturing this engagement, whilst both entities 

benefitted from such a collaboration. 
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QA InfoTech has been leveraging its seamless localization-functional testing services in 
an array of projects and with an expanded scope. Essentially, our localization-functional 
testing has not just been limited to a testing effort. With our comprehensive TCoE 
model, there is a niche which we have been able to deliver to the Client in the following 
areas-  
 

• End-to-end localization-functional testing - A comprehensive localization-

functional testing effort for the challenges faced by the Client begins with an IQE 

(Internationalization Quality Engineer) as the bridge between our testing team and 

the Client’s core team. Once the Client verifies testing in English, the test cases and 

user stories are passed on to our localization team - any strings for linguistic 

verification are tested in parallel. Once the testing is completed, statuses are shared 

over JIRA after the QA sign-off and if any test cases are to be regressed, our team 

does so, followed by retrospective meetings per release. We have weekly, monthly 

and bi-annual releases depending on the projects. This seamless and consistent 

process is adopted across all projects. 

 

• Time and material based model - Since our engagement began with the Client, we 

have leveraged a niche model for ramping-up and down of resources, at any time 

and in every project with the Client. We have leveraged the required engineers for 

every project and if there arose a need for more resources, we have been able to 

ramp-up and deploy extra engineers within a day’s time. 

 

• Cross-training and KT - The aforementioned value-add has been realized with the 

robust processes of cross-training resources in any and every area where they can 

be leveraged in. QA InfoTech’s engineers are trained in multiple areas and products 

for shifting between projects, as and when needed. With some projects that have a 

shorter duration, the resources are cross-leveraged once the project is completed. 

With respect to the Knowledge Transfer or KT, our veteran engineers took certified 

examinations conducted by the Client and aced in the same. This not just helped 

build trust in QA InfoTech’s resources but also in effective KT with new engineers 

and resources to whom this knowledge was bestowed upon.
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This also helped us build a solid pool of subject matter experts to address the large   

localization testing needs across several products for this ISV, spanning different 

release times and markets.  

 

• Coherent lab-setup - Catering to the Client for more than 30 international 

languages, QA InfoTech’s TCoE model has a robust lab and machine setup. 

Traditionally, preparing and installing a new Operating System (OS) took over an 

hour, but with our model, time spent on the machine setup has reduced drastically to 

over a few minutes - new OSs are restored on the machines periodically rather than 

preparing them from scratch. Our lab setup capacitates over 80 Windows and 25 

Mac test machines, and 60 mobile devices (Android and iOS), currently. 

 

• Reusable test cases and end-user stories - With a cohesive working model, the 

test cases and end-user stories are communicated by the Client but QA InfoTech 

has leveraged these in a reusable model within certain areas. For instance, with 

certain Installer test cases, we have a dedicated Installer team testing the same. 

These installers are then embedded in other areas of the product. Thus, the Installer 

team as well as the Product team need to have a wholesome collaboration and 

knowledge sharing. This has been realized with our model wherein the Installer test 

cases are reused and become catalysts in resolving any queries within the teams 

and minimal bugs reach the Client. Hence, the Installer test cases and modules are 

used in product testing as well - saving time and optimizing efforts. 

 

• Leveraging linguistic testing expertise - The Client was initially leveraging in-

house translations and linguistic verification wherein there arose certain 

discrepancies with the UI strings and the literal translations of the language. More 

often than not, many strings were missed within the workflows. For this, our TCoE 

model encompassed leveraging the application strings in the entire workflow and 

sending the same to linguists for just validating the translations and nuances. Being 

the product’s experts, our team was able to cover the entire application and strings 

for linguistic testing and verification. 

 

Our TCoE model has been able to provide a comprehensive coverage for our Client 

for years in providing them with the right set of technologies, resources, tools and 

deliverable. 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 
 

 
  

As aforementioned, our Client has greatly benefited from such a seamless TCoE model.   
With QA InfoTech’s expertise in localization-functional testing, the Client was able to 
leverage our model as – 

 

• A one-stop shop - With an all-inclusive model, we have been helping the Client 

through our bundled localization testing efforts - these essentially amalgamate the 

expertise of localization-functional testers along with linguistic experts or translators 

by conducting parallel testing for verifying the localized nuances. Our comprehensive 

TCoE model has also helped the Client in leveraging any and all expertise from 

within our internal teams than deploying multiple vendors for the same 

requirements.  

 

• Economies and efficiencies of scale - A primary value-add to the Client was in 

terms of the economies of scale that has been delivered by QA InfoTech. We have 

been effectively able to deliver marked performance in comparison to the Client’s 

other engagements that are more disparate in nature.   

 

• Effective collaboration - Our engagement hasn’t just been fruitful to our Client but 

has had an equal impact on our expertise as well. With every new localization 

project, we have been able to leverage reusable test cases (as elucidated in the 

aforementioned section) along with our in-house capabilities in different domains. 

For instance, for the Client’s mobile products, we leveraged our own mobile testing 

team to train our localization engineers with the right knowledge and technologies 

with Android and iOS devices. With such a lucid collaboration, our engineers and 

experts have also gained extensively from the Client - demos given by the Client on 

any new features, information sharing by our PoC with the Client on their internal 

scrum meetings, tutorial videos for enhancing products’ knowledge, etc. We have 

also been able to effectively collaborate during the peaks and valleys faced within 

this relationship - through effective communication and analysis, the pain points 

during releases were collaboratively mitigated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VALUE-ADD TO THE CLIENT 
 



 

 

 

 

• Prominent role in enabling market-growth - The Client greatly benefited with our 

cross-trained engineers who possessed expertise in the localized user scenarios - 

testing different characters in different languages, cultural nuances, etc. Thus, our 

localized testing engineers leveraged their knowledge of these nuances in every 

project, helping the Client lucratively. With our timely and quality deliverables, the 

Client has been able to create a strong foothold in other markets as well. 

 

• Cost-effective and time-saving - As mentioned, the Client leveraged in-house 

linguistic verification. But with our TCoE model and services, the Client was able to 

save costs of deploying their own separate linguists as well as save time spent on 

siloed linguistic testing and remediations.  

 

Thus, with our niche TCoE model, we were and are continuously able to deliver 

optimum results, efficiency, scalability and value-add to our Client - with a long-

hauled engagement for eons. 

 


